Personal Genealogy Research
Through our highly experienced team of researchers,
Ancestor Network can also help you to carry out your
own personal genealogy research. Please contact
us by email on info@ancestornetwork.ie to discuss
your speciﬁc requirements. Our genealogy services
can be provided ﬂexibly, to almost any scale, and
with the broadest possible range of heritage skills.

If you have a need for
genealogy or probate
research, contact us for
a free case review and
estimate. We oﬀer ﬂexible
terms, and can work
on either a contingency
or ﬁxed-cost basis.

Genealogy Publications
Ancestor Network is also Ireland’s leading provider
of specialist family history and genealogy books.
These are available from our publishing house
– Flyleaf Press. Check out our website to view
the wide range of publications we oﬀer.
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Genealogy
Services for the
Legal Profession

Searching for Next-of-Kin

Ancestor Network are
Ireland’s most experienced
genealogical experts. Our
knowledge of Irish ancestry
can help your legal practice
with genealogical research.

Ancestor Network provides a complete service
to identify and locate missing heirs.

Professional Genealogy
and Probate Research
Ancestor Network provides a range of genealogy
services to a variety of organisations. The
size of our network and the breadth of our
knowledge makes us uniquely suited to provide
genealogy solutions to the legal profession.

Our expertise helps ﬁnd missing heirs.
We can also provide documentation and
expert testimony to support these ﬁnds.

We oﬀer a global network based on a uniquely
strong focus on Ireland. This includes access
to a pool of expertise with unique regional
insights throughout the island of Ireland.

Ancestor Network gives you access to Ireland’s largest
team of genealogists, with oﬃces in Dublin and Belfast.

Cases where people have died intestate are
complex. They frequently require searches in
multiple jurisdictions. Our probate researchers are
experts on the detail of intestacy laws, and on the
eﬀect residency has on these laws. This allows us
to deliver a practical and multi-skilled approach
when locating the most proximate next-of-kin.

In addition, our network of researchers and
agents extends beyond the island of Ireland
to span the globe. This allows us to trace
next-of-kin no matter where they live.

Ancestor Network has a very high rate of success
in identifying beneﬁciaries for next-of-kin cases.
We support legal practices, public administrators
and heir hunting ﬁrms with genealogy expertise.

Established in 2009, we provide experienced, ﬂexible
and cost-eﬀective solutions for the legal profession.

•

We execute comprehensive searches
in a wide range of repositories

•

We identify and trace potential next-of-kin

•

We detail familial ties and
relationships of consanguinity

•

We prepare expert evidence including
proof of due diligence

•

We prepare and present relevant documentation
for probate and court purposes

•

We provide expert testimony at kinship hearings

Searching for Asset Beneﬁciaries
Ancestor Network also provides genealogy services
to many professions. This includes tracing nextof-kin for dormant bank accounts, pension funds,
insurance policies, company shares or debentures.
We can also help applicants or their legal
representatives when applying for Irish citizenship. This
typically sees us research and gather documentation
to support applications for citizenship.
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